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To ensure the ongoing accuracy of this book and its companion content, we’ve reviewed and 

confirmed the errors listed below. If you find a new error, we hope you’ll report it to us on our 

website: www.microsoftpressstore.com/contact-us/errata.

Date correctedDescriptionLocationPage

38 Second Note 
reader aid

Reads:
DNS information can be stored in traditional zone files, Active 
Directory-integrated zones, or application partitions, which are new to 
Windows Server 2012.    

Should read:
DNS information can be stored in traditional zone files, Active 
Directory-integrated zones, or application partitions.

9/27/2013

123 Third and 
fourth code 
snippets

Third code snippet reads:
bcdedit  /export  c:\backup\bcd

Should read:
bcdedit  /export  c:\backup\bcd.dat

Fourth code snippet reads:
bcdedit  /import  c:\backup\bcd

Should read:
bcdedit /import c:\backup\bcd.dat

9/27/2013

125 Last paragraph Reads:
Windows Memory Test and The Windows Memory Test entry

Should read:
Windows Memory Tester and "The Windows Memory Tester entry"

9/27/2013

138 Second 
paragraph

Reads:
...add the -Confirm parameter to eliminate the prompt to confirm...

Should read:
...add the -Force parameter to eliminate the prompt to confirm…

9/27/2013
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196 First paragraph Reads:
If you get into trouble...you can reset Group Policy to its default 
configuration by using the dcgpofix command-line utility...  

Should read:
If you get into trouble, such as could happen if you prohibit all snap-
ins but neglect to enable snap-ins needed for management, you'll 
need edit or delete the GPO. You can reset a default policy to its 
default configuration by using the Dcgpofix command-line utility…

9/27/2013

214 Third bullet Each occurrence reads: 
%SystemRoot% 

Should read:
%SystemDrive%

9/27/2013

285 Bulleted lists Reads:
IRQ Line - IRQ Line used by the device. Values are shown as integers, 
such as 10. 

Should read:
IRQ - IRQ Line used by the device. Values are shown as hexadecimal, 
such as 0xFFFFFFD8 (-40).

9/27/2013

1025 Note reader 
aid, second line

Should read:
If you don't want DNS clients to resolve names using devolution, 
disable the Primary DNS Suffix Devolution setting…

5/3/2013

1172 Last 
paragraph; 
Tables 25-1 
and 25-2

Reads:
The Windows Server 2008 domain functional level adds support for 
Active Directory Recycle Bin…    

Should read:
The Windows Server 2008 R2 forest functional level adds support for 
Active Directory Recycle Bin…

Table 25-1 and Table 25-2, entry for Windows Server 2008 should 
read: 
Windows Server 2012 
Windows Server 2008 R2 
Windows Server 2008

9/27/2013
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